Introduction {#s1}
============

Invasive species represent examples of rapid adaptive evolution in the contemporary time scale ([@PLU052C47]). In a new habitat, selection can initiate diversification in a few generations, particularly when exposed to highly heterogeneous environmental regimes; drift can also accelerate quick changes in allele frequencies if the organism undergoes a bottleneck ([@PLU052C28]; [@PLU052C36]). On the other hand, strong selective pressures could be alleviated by gene flow that keeps isolated populations connected by allowing movement of genes through outcrossing ([@PLU052C53]; [@PLU052C13]; [@PLU052C17]). One of the major limiting factors of gene flow among populations is geographic proximity, and that can be examined by testing isolation by distance patterns. However, earlier studies have demonstrated that, even in the face of gene flow, selection can be pervasively dominating to cause divergence ([@PLU052C25]). Divergent selection would act against migrant individuals so that only locally adapted ones would thrive and reproduce ([@PLU052C14]; [@PLU052C46]).

In comparison, 'isolation by environmental distance' is a relatively recent approach used to explore the effects of environmental heterogeneity on genetic divergence. For instance, various bioclimatic (e.g. temperature, precipitation, etc.) and environmental variables (e.g. altitude, soil, etc.) tend to have a correlation with genetic divergence ([@PLU052C60]) that is suggestive of selection. However, in order to know a specie\'s diverse environmental requirements, one has to understand the complex association between species presence and environmental factors. Species distribution modelling or ecological niche modelling (ENM) explores this relationship through various algorithms and identifies suitable areas where potential populations could survive ([@PLU052C41]). While the application of niche modelling (species distribution modelling, SDM) to understand species ecology and distributions, and to design conservation planning is well established ([@PLU052C52]; [@PLU052C63]; [@PLU052C16]; [@PLU052C35]), its implementation to uncover the role of physical and climatic factors in genetic differentiation has been realized very recently ([@PLU052C38]; [@PLU052C42]; [@PLU052C37]; [@PLU052C60]). In order to understand invasion, niche modelling has been widely applied to delineate the future distribution potential ([@PLU052C68]; [@PLU052C67]; [@PLU052C43]; [@PLU052C69]; [@PLU052C44]; [@PLU052C64]); however, studies integrating niche modelling with genetics to shed light on invasion dynamics are rare.

*Lantana camara* (henceforth *Lantana*) provides an interesting system which can be used to investigate such dynamics due to its recent history of invasion and establishment in India (Fig. [1](#PLU052F1){ref-type="fig"}A and B). A native of South and Central America, the plant was brought to India in the early 19th century as an ornamental plant. It was originally planted in the Indian Botanic Garden, Kolkata, and was subsequently introduced into northern (Dehradun) and southern India (Mysore) ([@PLU052C56]; [@PLU052C27]). Eventually it escaped from gardens and gradually propagated and established itself across India. In the naturalized range, it often forms dense monospecific thickets or clumps ([@PLU052C57]) and crowds out native species; perhaps thereby it invades or dominates an ecosystem ([@PLU052C8]). The wider distribution of *Lantana* is attributed to its ecological tolerance and adaptability to various habitats ([@PLU052C5]; [@PLU052C6]). In addition to that, its rapid spread over diverse biogeographic regions in a very short time span (∼200 years) has instigated several unanswered questions on its ecology, history, dynamics and their effects on the overall success of the species. Figure 1.(A) Flowering and (B) fruiting twig of *Lantana camara*.

Previously, in order to understand invasion history, we have identified multiple introductions followed by gene flow and admixture ([@PLU052C50]). In this paper, we aim to address the contribution of environmental selection and geographic distance to evolutionary divergence of the invasive plant *Lantana* in India. We have two broad objectives; first, unravelling the environmental requirements which effectively shape the spatial distribution of *Lantana* by niche modelling; and second, to determine whether or not environment can explain genetic divergence in concert with geography. In addition, we discuss the probable recent dynamics of *Lantana* and the long-term implications of these dynamics.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Sample collection, DNA extraction, microsatellite genotyping and summary statistics {#s2a}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The literature mentions at least three independent introductions in Kolkata, Dehradun, and Mysore, in eastern, northern and southern India, respectively ([@PLU052C56]; [@PLU052C31]). We collected 1--12 samples per site, for a total of 218 individuals in and around these primary introduction sites, as well as in other locations in those three general regions (Fig. [2](#PLU052F2){ref-type="fig"}; [**see**](http://aobpla.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/aobpla/plu052/-/DC1) [**Supporting Information**](http://aobpla.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/aobpla/plu052/-/DC1)). DNA extraction and microsatellite genotyping were carried out according to the method described by [@PLU052C51]. Figure 2.Geographic locations from which *Lantana camara* specimens were collected for this study. Populations (eastern, northern and southern) are demarcated by solid lines.

In short, 218 individuals were genotyped with six microsatellites. The six microsatellite loci were highly polymorphic, with 9--19 alleles per locus yielding a total of 83 alleles **\[[see Supporting Information](http://aobpla.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/aobpla/plu052/-/DC1)\]**. The number of private alleles (i.e. those detected in only a single population) varied from 2 to 9 across loci, adding up to 27 private alleles in all. Pairwise *F*~ST~ values for microsatellites were very low (0.002--0.038) **\[[see Supporting Information](http://aobpla.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/aobpla/plu052/-/DC1)\]**. Standardized *F*~ST~ for microsatellites (scaled by maximum value, *F*~ST(max)~) showed moderate differentiation (0.056) ([@PLU052C50]).

Fine-scale spatial genetic structure {#s2b}
------------------------------------

As our geographic population delimitation was somewhat arbitrary, we evaluated the fine-scale spatial genetic structure and the extent of gene flow by spatial autocorrelation analysis with GenAlEx ver. 6 ([@PLU052C39]). Spatial autocorrelation does not require *a priori* population delimitation, but rather clusters individuals into different distance classes based on their geographic proximity. Analyses were based on pairwise genetic distance measures from the highly polymorphic microsatellite markers ([@PLU052C54]). This method employs a multivariate approach to simultaneously assess the spatial signal generated by multiple loci. The autocorrelation coefficient (*r*) is a proper correlation coefficient, bounded by \[−1, +1\]. It provides a measure of the extent of genetic similarity between pairs of individuals whose geographic separation falls within the specified distance class. We performed the calculation several times with different bin widths for distance (e.g. 25, 50, 100, 200, 300, etc.), but we present data only for 100 since all bin widths demonstrated a similar pattern.

Genetic clusters and their distribution {#s2c}
---------------------------------------

In the absence of strong population structure (*F*~ST~ = 0.056; [@PLU052C50]), we sought to find out the number of divergent genetic clusters. We estimated the number of putative genetic clusters using a maximum likelihood-based method implemented in the program FLOCK ([@PLU052C7]). This was done by repeatedly re-allocating similar multilocus genotypes to *K* populations (*K* is the number of potential genetic populations or genetic clusters) without using the geographical locations of individuals. Allocation decisions were based on the difference between the top two log-likelihoods (called log-likelihood difference or LLOD). A number of statistics detail the outcome of the 'best' run, i.e. the run with the highest global average LLOD score. Since each mean LLOD score is calculated with a high degree of precision, there is a high probability that the only two identical *K*-partitions will hit the same mean LLOD, and those runs are considered as 'plateaus' with length = *n*. Plateau length, *n* ≥ 6, is considered as good support for any partition. We ran the program five times for *K* = 2--20.

In order to understand the non-random distribution of genetic clusters, we developed a distribution map based on the spatial frequencies of the genetic clusters. In doing this, we first calculated the fraction of all individuals with ancestry (from LLOD values from FLOCK output) in each genetic cluster at each sampling site, and then we used that frequency for each cluster (clusters from FLOCK) to depict cluster distributions across India.

Ecological niche modelling {#s2d}
--------------------------

Nineteen climatic variables with spatial resolutions of 1 km^2^ were downloaded from Worldclim dataset ([www.worldclim.org](www.worldclim.org)) ([@PLU052C19]). To avoid redundancy and over-prediction, correlations among the 19 bioclimatic variables for 1200 random points from the study area were calculated to exclude the highly correlated ones (*r* \> 0.7). In addition, five more variables (altitude, land cover, soil type, soil moisture, and solar radiation) were added to the modelling study based on the published literature ([@PLU052C58], [@PLU052C59]) (details of the data sources and correlation table are provided in [**Supporting Information**](http://aobpla.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/aobpla/plu052/-/DC1)). The layers, e.g. altitude, soil type, soil moisture, and solar radiation, were resized as per the study area and were resampled to 1 km^2^ to maintain uniformity among the raster layers.

Although *Lantana* is widely distributed throughout India, we tried to select fairly dispersed occurrence points to cover diverse ecosystems which are present in the country. A total of 123 occurrence points were finally selected based on field surveys and available literature. We applied the maximum entropy (Maxent ver. 3.3.3k) method for the modelling study due to its robustness and wider application for presence-only data ([@PLU052C45]; [@PLU052C9]). Fifty per cent of the total data was used for model development and the remaining 50 % was used for testing the accuracy. The model was developed with default parameters set in Maxent. The model performance was evaluated by the area under the receiving operator characteristics curve (AUC) which ranges from 0.5 (random prediction) to 1 (perfect prediction). The logistic output had been selected for displaying the distribution map and the contribution of each variable was documented. Spatial autocorrelation of the model result was tested by Global Moran\'s I (Tiefelsdorf 2000). The final display was prepared based on the minimum training presence value as obtained from the model output. The same task was performed with genetic cluster-based occurrence points to develop two separate models for each cluster. To check the niche similarity between the clusters, a niche overlap test was conducted using ENM tools ([@PLU052C66]).

Relationship between environmental and genetic distance {#s2e}
-------------------------------------------------------

To account for variability in the response variable (genetic distance or divergence), we estimated the contribution from both geography (isolation by distance) and environment (isolation by environmental distance (ED) or adaptation) using partial Mantel tests and spatial (environmental) autocorrelation.

In order to conduct the partial Mantel tests, we grouped Cluster 1 (149 individuals) and Cluster 2 (53 individuals) into 32 and 19 populations, respectively (based on their spatial locations), and then calculated genetic, geographic and ED matrices likewise. Spatial autocorrelation is individual based, so genetic, spatial and environmental information were retrieved accordingly with 149 and 53 individuals for Clusters 1 and 2, respectively. In order to calculate ED, we used 10 selected bioclimatic and five environmental variables. Pairwise geographic and genetic distance matrices for Cluster 1 and 2 individuals were created using GenAlex ([@PLU052C39]).

Partial Mantel tests determine the correlation between response and explanatory variables taking one at a time while controlling the other variable. The test was performed with the IBD web service using genetic and geographic distances with ED as the indicator matrix ([@PLU052C21]). Significance was determined by 10 000 permutations.

Partial Mantel tests require prior delimitation of populations. However, the application of spatial autocorrelation to understand the influence of geography or environmental factors on genetic divergence allows no *a priori* assumption of population, but instead relies on individual-based information either spatial or genetic. The underlying rationale is to test whether or not gene flow is inhibited by ED, i.e. whether environmental selection is acting against migrant individuals and hence, only locally adapted pools of individuals are able to survive. We performed an autocorrelation analysis implemented in GENALEX ver. 6.2 ([@PLU052C39]). The generated autocorrelation coefficient (*r*) provides a measure of genetic similarity (autocorrelation) between pairs of individuals whose ED falls within the specified distance class. We performed the calculation with Clusters 1 and 2, and repeated this several times with different bin widths for ED (at intervals of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, etc.) to obtain consistent results.

Comparison of gene flow scenarios between genetic clusters {#s2f}
----------------------------------------------------------

Unequal gene flow between two genetic clusters may have a significant impact on the development of local adaptation. We compared different models of gene flow to investigate probable gene flow scenarios; the models vary in terms of the direction and magnitude of gene flow as follows: (i) Cluster 1↔Cluster 2 (bidirectional), (ii) Cluster 1→Cluster 2 (unidirectional), (iii) Cluster 1←Cluster 2 (unidirectional) and (iv) no gene flow. We used Migrate-n which applies the Bayesian inference to calculate probabilities of explicit population models by implementing coalescence theory ([@PLU052C2]). It calculates Bayes factor (BF) or log Bayes factor (LBF) values, which represent the ratio of the marginal likelihoods of two contending hypotheses or models. It also reports the effect of two different approximations of the log marginal likelihood on LBF and, therefore, the level of support for specific population models. We considered the Bezier approximation as this provides a better estimate of the marginal likelihood than the harmonic mean estimator ([@PLU052C3]). We used long chains = 1, long inc = 100, long sample = 10 000, burn-in = 10 000, replicates = YES: 5--50, random tree = YES, heating = YES with sampling at every 10th interval. We ran the program with 4, 9, 16 and 32 chains as in [@PLU052C3], and noted the Bezier score and calculated LBF to choose the best model.

Results {#s3}
=======

Fine-scale spatial genetic structure {#s3a}
------------------------------------

The autocorrelation coefficient (*r*) varied with increasing distance as well as among distance classes with different bin widths (e.g. 25--300). While comparing among distance classes with different bin widths, the smallest distance class size (50) yielded the highest autocorrelation coefficient (*r* = 0.196), and with increasing the bin widths (to 100, 200) the coefficient showed a gradual decline in magnitude (Fig. [3](#PLU052F3){ref-type="fig"}). In general, the coefficient (*r*) dropped steadily with increasing distance and beyond 500--600 the correlation coefficients were mostly non-significant, perhaps because of dearth of samples in those distance class groups. The moderate value of coefficients clearly indicates the presence of a local structure at fine spatial scales. Gradual decay of the correlation coefficient over increasing distance also ascertains isolation by distance patterns. Figure 3.Correlogram showing the spatial correlation '*r*' as a function of geographic distance class (100), 95 % CI about the null hypothesis of a random distribution and 95 % confidence error bars about '*r*' as determined by bootstrapping. Upper (U) and lower (L) confidence limits of the 95 % CI about the null hypothesis of No spatial structure.

The spatial extent of the studied range is quite large, and choice of distance class may play a role in the estimation of structure ([@PLU052C40]). Thus, despite taking one single distance class, we tested several distance classes of different bin widths (25--300, data only shown for 100) to understand the actual scale of action. We observed a clear trend of diminishing *r* values with increasing bin width. In general, we noted moderate spatial autocorrelation and isolation by distance up to a certain distance (500--600) after which it decays gradually.

Genetic clusters {#s3b}
----------------

The most likely number of clusters was determined using maximum likelihood implemented in FLOCK. In FLOCK, after running five times, high values of plateau lengths (*n* ≥ 6) were obtained for *K* = 2, whereas very small plateau lengths (2 ≥ *n* ≤ 3) were obtained for *K* = 3, and no plateau was shown for *K* \> 3. So, based on this support, i.e. high plateau length (i.e. *n* ≥ 6), we took *K* = 2 (hereafter Clusters 1 and 2) as the number of genetic clusters representing the variation. Many individuals were assigned entirely to a particular genetic cluster with high LLOD values \[(±)9 to (±)19\]. However, many had low-to-intermediate LLOD (−5 to +5) values which means that they lacked strong support for confident assignment into one group. So, it may further indicate shared ancestry of those individuals among multiple groups and they may be admixed as a result of outbreeding of multiple divergent source stocks.

Carefully looking at LLOD values in FLOCK runs, it appears that Cluster 1 is mostly compact, i.e. LLOD values do not vary much within that cluster. Contrary to that, the spread of LLOD values was (−5.74 to −19.02) greater in Cluster 2, i.e. there are two overlapping groups in Cluster 2, individuals with very high LLOD values (≤−12) and some with comparatively lower values (≥−12), which suggests that Cluster 2 is again sub-structured. Hence, we expected Cluster 2 to break into two groups when the number of clusters increased from *K* = 2 to *K* = 3. However, Cluster 2 almost remained intact while Cluster 1 divided into two, perhaps because the greater number of individuals in it provided high statistical support, or it may also be possible that the analysis is currently limited by the resolving power of the markers used.

Although Cluster 1 is almost relatively evenly distributed, it is present at higher densities towards the southern part of the range. The uneven distribution of Cluster 2 is very conspicuous; it is present in high frequencies in the northern region followed by the eastern, and is virtually absent from the southern area (Fig. [4](#PLU052F4){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 4.Distribution of clusters across India. Pie charts show percentage frequency of each cluster, and are proportional to the sample size at the corresponding sites. For better representation, some sites are combined with the nearest sites due to dearth of samples (less than five individuals). Clusters 1 and 2 are shown in black and grey colour, respectively.

Niche modelling {#s3c}
---------------

The overall niche model has shown *Lantana*\'s country-wide distribution, especially in the plain lands, i.e. the Gangetic plains, the foothills of Himalayas, the western and eastern coasts, southern and north-east India. Similarly, the binary distribution map based on minimum training presence values has shown the potential distribution area across the country except for the western desert and the high altitude zones in the Himalayas (Fig. [5](#PLU052F5){ref-type="fig"}A). The AUC of the test data was 0.869, indicating a good fitting of the modelled and current distribution records **\[[see Supporting Information](http://aobpla.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/aobpla/plu052/-/DC1)\]**, and model residuals showed weak spatial autocorrelation (Moran\'s *I* = 0.0752). The important variables were land cover, altitude and temperature seasonality (as per the jackknife plot for training gain, test gain and AUC). Models based on the genetic cluster data have shown slightly different distribution patterns. The Cluster 1 model (avg. train AUC = 0.965 ± 0.102, Moran\'s *I* = −0.1; [**see Supporting Information**](http://aobpla.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/aobpla/plu052/-/DC1)) shows high preference towards coastal areas, north-east India and the western Himalayan foothills (Fig. [5](#PLU052F5){ref-type="fig"}B). For the Cluster 2 model (avg. train AUC = 0.924 ± 0.131, Moran\'s *I* = −0.125; [**see Supporting Information**](http://aobpla.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/aobpla/plu052/-/DC1)), the central and eastern Indian plains were found to be moderate-to-highly suitable (Fig. [5](#PLU052F5){ref-type="fig"}C). However, distribution maps of genetic clusters show high niche similarity (*I* = 0.9701, *D* = 0.8108) indicating a near identical distribution pattern. Figure 5.Maxent predictions of *Lantana* distributions for (A) the full dataset, (B) Cluster 1 and (C) Cluster 2. The binary distribution has been generated by using a minimum training presence value for the *Lantana* population (grey shaded areas are suitable for species growth). The niches were modelled using the 10 bioclimatic and five environmental variables.

Relation between the environment, geography and genetics {#s3d}
--------------------------------------------------------

The partial Mantel test revealed a significant correlation between genetic and geographic distance in Cluster 2, whereas rest were all non-significant (Table [1](#PLU052TB1){ref-type="table"}). Table 1.Correlations of genetic distance (Nei\'s *D*~S~) with geographic and environmental distance as measured with partial Mantel tests. Values in bold are significant (\*Controlling for environmental distance. \*\*Controlling for geographic distance).Genetic groupGeographic distance\*Environmental distance\*\*Populations (sampling locations)*RPRP*Cluster 10.03440.291−0.00220.39932Cluster 2**0.30470.008**−0.05210.57619

Spatial (environmental) autocorrelation clearly revealed fine-scale genetic structure. The autocorrelation coefficient (*r*) declined gradually with increasing distance from the origin as well as with increasing bin widths of different ED classes (e.g. 0.5--1.0) **\[[see Supporting Information](http://aobpla.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/aobpla/plu052/-/DC1)\]**. The highest magnitude of the coefficients at smallest distance class and then gradual decay over distance clearly indicates the presence of a fine structure and also ascertains isolation by ED pattern or local adaptation. When the magnitude of the structure was compared among various levels (i.e. whole dataset and cluster-wise), it revealed the highest coefficient in Cluster 2 (*r* = 0.345) at the first distance class while Cluster 1 yielded 0.243, perhaps indicating differences in the strength of selection.

Gene flow scenarios {#s3e}
-------------------

The various runs (differing chain lengths in heating and number of replicates) were consistent in terms of model comparison; however, the absolute values of LBF differed among runs. We obtained strong proof of unequal gene flow between clusters. Among the different models used to identify most probable scenario, unidirectional gene flow from Cluster 1 to Cluster 2 (Model 2) scored the highest followed by Model 1 (bidirectional), Model 3 (Cluster 2 to Cluster 1) and Model 4 (no gene flow) (Table [2](#PLU052TB2){ref-type="table"}). The high LBF value for Model 2 indicated very strong support for it and validated its acceptance ([@PLU052C3]). Table 2.Comparison of various gene flow models (i) Cluster 1↔Cluster 2 (bidirectional), (ii) Cluster 1→Cluster 2 (unidirectional), (iii) Cluster 1←Cluster 2 (unidirectional) and (iv) no gene flow with respective Bezier lml and LBF scores showing the most acceptable model (in bold).ModelGene flow scenariosNumber of chainsBezier lmlLBFModel ranking1Cluster 1↔Cluster 2 (bidirectional)4−320 986.24029−14 425.77016−65 440.76032−39 961.4502**Cluster 1→Cluster 2 (unidirectional)**4−257 897.663 08819−13 899.2152616−58 376.557064.2132−32 404.8375563Cluster 1←Cluster 2 (unidirectional)4−375 216.92−54 23039−16 762.03−31 18716−84 643.62−19 20232−45 745.13−57834No gene flow4−543 022.54−222 03649−35 610.26−21 18416−132 631.46−67 19032−76 136.09−36 174

Discussion {#s4}
==========

In recent years, the application of a multitude of algorithms to model ecological niche of a species or easy retrieval of climatic data has facilitated attempts to append environmental with genetic data, to determine inter-relationship in various statistical frameworks and to make inferences about dependence or its lack thereof ([@PLU052C26]; [@PLU052C34]; [@PLU052C55]). As a result, highly polymorphic markers (e.g. microsatellites, AFLP) coupled with niche modelling have been employed to trace adaptive divergence ([@PLU052C26]; [@PLU052C42]; [@PLU052C37]). In some instances, tight correlations between phenotypes and genetic distance have also been inferred and attributed to environment-driven selection and incipient speciation ([@PLU052C12]; [@PLU052C49]; [@PLU052C65]).

Despite being effective model systems to examine adaptive evolution, invasive species are quite poorly studied, at least in terms of understanding the potential role of selection in their rapid spread. The patchy geographic distribution of genetic clusters of *Lantana* left much space to ask further questions. For instance, what are the reasons behind this distribution? In addition to drift, is selection driving the divergence and causing the patchy distribution? Is there any local adaptation? We addressed some of these questions by analysing molecular marker data along with niche modelling tools, and investigated the contribution of environmental selection and genetic drift to *L. camara* invasion in India.

Effect of drift on gene flow {#s4a}
----------------------------

Spatial autocorrelation often reveals subtle spatial structuring at a local scale which cannot be identified by summary statistics like *F*~ST~ and its analogues ([@PLU052C40]). The scale of gene flow uncovered in this way is related to the underlying scale of pollination and dispersal ([@PLU052C33]; [@PLU052C20]) and is shaped by the plant\'s mating system, seedling establishment and mortality, barriers to gene flow, and so on ([@PLU052C15]). Fine-scale structure is also influenced by population history, drift and selection ([@PLU052C18]). Tropical tree species mostly have clumped distribution, partly due to limited seed dispersal ability ([@PLU052C23]) and demonstrate high levels of spatial structure ([@PLU052C15]). At the other end of the size scale, herbs may also show high levels of structure at a fine scale, again due to restricted propagule movements ([@PLU052C62]). Invasive species, on the other hand, are expected to exhibit low levels of spatial structure because of their rapid pace of recent spatial expansion. The magnitude of local structure is likely to depend on the phase of their range expansion, the geographic scale of measurement, the proximity to neighbours, and their dispersal ability.

The presence of fine-scale genetic structure implies that the gene flow is not random and is constrained by distance. The prevalence of isolation by distance inferred by spatial autocorrelation is also in agreement with earlier conclusions ([@PLU052C50]) and is robust since there is no *a priori* population delimitation. This suggests that populations are experiencing moderate gene flow over relatively short distances (i.e. \<500--600), and low gene flow across longer distances. So, the current pattern of distance-limited gene flow may be implicated in the development of some local adaptation and can further stimulate adaptive divergence of geographically distant populations. Rapid short-distance pollination and dispersal can be attributed to the mobility of the birds and butterflies that pollinate *Lantana*, and the small-to-large mammals and birds that disperse the seeds ([@PLU052C22]). On the other hand, spread over a large spatial scale may require the formation of small satellite populations that serve as a source for secondary or tertiary spread. However, questions on long-distance gene flow of *Lantana*, its mode and extent, still remain.

Environmental niche requirements {#s4b}
--------------------------------

Global-scale modelling studies on *Lantana* have predicted its widespread distribution in India, perhaps due to broad geographic scale and lack of sufficient occurrence points in India ([@PLU052C4]; [@PLU052C58]). *Lantana* distribution models for Australia found that temperature (i.e. limiting low temperature, limiting high temperature) and soil moisture (i.e. soil drainage type) play key roles in its current and potential distribution pattern. Similarly in China, models were built using temperature, precipitation and elevation variables due to their importance in eco-physiological activities ([@PLU052C32]). In contrast, our model was developed based on the widely distributed occurrence points in India, which are expected to encompass heterogeneous environmental regimes, thus promising better predictive power than the previous models. The potential distribution map reflected its moderate-to-high country-wide distribution potential, except in the western desert and the northern Himalayan regions, and this is well supported by available literature as well as field observations ([@PLU052C61]; [@PLU052C24]). The pattern becomes clearer with a binary distribution map based on minimum presence points. The model revealed preference towards variables like temperature seasonality (Bio4), altitude and land-cover patterns which share a similarity with findings from elsewhere ([@PLU052C32]; [@PLU052C58], [@PLU052C59]). Grossly, the favourable areas have higher seasonality values in comparison with the non-favourable ones, indicating species tolerance to harsh climatic conditions, except in the western desert region as revealed in other studies ([@PLU052C5]; [@PLU052C6]). Similarly, altitude plays an important role as the distribution almost discontinues near the Himalayan foothill area and different parts of central Indian highlands. However, the Western Ghats, one of the major biodiversity hotspots, is found to be moderately favourable for its spread as reported previously ([@PLU052C24]).

Although the genetic clusters are moderately restricted in their spatial distributions (confinement is very distinct in Cluster 2) we did not observe any major differences in their potential distributions except in the Deccan plateau, and the central and eastern Indian highlands. These have encompassed slightly different areas with moderate niche similarity. The model based on Cluster 1 data has shown a greater contribution from land cover, soil type, temperature seasonality (Bio4) and altitude variables. In Cluster 2, precipitation (Bio16) has a major share along with Cluster 1 variables. The rapid spread of the species (both the genotypes) could be attributed to major land-use changes which have taken place in the country. It may be because of the degradation, fragmentation, and conversion of the forest lands creating favourable habitats in terms of higher light availability, moderate soil moisture, and other microenvironment parameters. Overlapping areas in the predicted niche space of the clusters are in stark contrast to our expectation. In a few other organisms, genetic clusters have demonstrated the ability to occupy unique and non-overlapping predicted niche areas ([@PLU052C42]; [@PLU052C29]). Being native, these organisms have perhaps become locally adapted over much longer periods of time, so niche separation of the ecotypes/clusters appeared very distinct. In contrast, for an invasive species with only 200 years of demographic history in the new range, the climatic niche may be at a very early stage of differentiation.

Isolation by ED and local adaptation {#s4c}
------------------------------------

Phenotypic or genotypic correlations with environmental factors have long been regarded as signatures of selection ([@PLU052C11]). However, the partial Mantel test was unable to track the effects of both environment and geography except in Cluster 1. In contrast, our previous results found isolation by distance patterns using Mantel test ([@PLU052C50]). Distance-based methods are sometimes constrained by lack of statistical power and are not aptly able to explain the variance in response variables ([@PLU052C30]). Likewise, a few studies have partially failed to find significant correlation with partial Mantel tests ([@PLU052C42]). However, spatial (environmental) autocorrelation analysis implies the presence of fine-scale genetic structure and non-random gene flow. Gene flow appears to be inhibited by ED, i.e. due to the presence of locally adapted genotypes or individuals. Selection is perhaps inhibiting migration by acting against non-locally adapted genotypes and ultimately favouring traits that would confer advantages under local environmental conditions ([@PLU052C14]; [@PLU052C46]). The prevalence of non-random gene flow is also evident from a comparison of different gene flow models, i.e. one-way gene flow from Cluster 1 to Cluster 2 was the most supported model with the highest BF value. Local adaptation of Cluster 2 genotypes possibly has been restricting their migration away from regions with favourable environmental conditions. This scenario is supported by the higher autocorrelation coefficient (*r* = 0.345, *P* = 0.006) observed for Cluster 2 than Cluster 1 (*r* = 0.243, *P* = 0.001). Spatial localization of genetic clusters of *Lantana* perhaps also evoked a similar notion of locally adapted individuals across certain geographic regions. Diverse environmental effects have been previously depicted in gene movement in California valley Oak ([@PLU052C55]), genetic diversity of Californian Oak ([@PLU052C37]), divergence of a grasshopper ([@PLU052C26]), genetic structure of a Mediterranean plant ([@PLU052C60]) and genome-wide association to a fine-scale level of eco-heterogeneity in *Biscutella laevigata* ([@PLU052C38]).

The presence of isolation by ED pattern, the patchy distribution of genetic clusters and the non-random gene flow evoke the notion of local adaptation. However, our inference is constrained by low resolvability of a limited set of markers and a small number of samples at certain locations. In addition, niche separation of the genetic clusters that may represent divergent ecotypes is not well defined. However, our preliminary conclusions open up opportunities for future works that may consist of characterization of additional individuals with genome-wide polymorphism analysis, preferably using genome-scan or next-generation sequencing. In addition, this may also include phenotypic characterization of individuals, and a comparison between *F*~ST~ and *Q*~ST~ to obtain a better understanding of selective effects.

Conclusions {#s5}
===========

Evolutionary trajectories of organisms are complex outcomes of several confounding processes. In order to decipher the dynamics, one needs to uncover the probable interplay between them, i.e. the relative contributions of selection, drift and gene flow. The invasion of *L. camara* into India offers such a unique opportunity to unravel possible scenarios. Using molecular markers along with niche modelling, we elucidated the effect of drift, diverse niche requirements and evidence of isolation by ED or local adaptation. Niche models have predicted the potential distribution almost throughout India. The niches of the divergent genetic clusters are not very different but their geographic localization coupled with unequal gene flow may indicate the emergence of divergent ecotypes. This initial evidence is, however, preliminary, thus may be further investigated by characterizing individuals with genome-wide markers to obtain novel insights into dynamics of adaptive evolution and incipient speciation during invasion.
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